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About This Game
☆What kinda game is this?
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It's a platformer about magic and whacking things!
What does that mean?
It means you go around whacking enemies with your staff to get their magic!
But ultimately, all you need to do is make it to the goal!

1) Life - These hearts are Tobari's health. Her guts! Snacking on her favorite foods might give her more♪
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2) Tobaris - The number of chances Tobari has left. Falling in a pit or losing all your health will use one up. If you run
out, it's Game Over for you!
3) Coins - Your money. Used to buy goods at the shop. There's loads of it to be found! Makes the world go 'round!
4) Magic - The spells Tobari has on her. She can hold two at a time. Be smart about switching between the slots! The
pause menu also has a brief description of your current spell.

Default Keys
(Going to Key Config is recommended before you start playing.)
Arrow Keys/Direction Pad - Moves Tobari around or makes her duck. Up and Down let her climb ladders. She'll dash
around everywhere - no need to hold any buttons♪
Z/PADButton0 - Uses your current spell! (Serves as the confirmation key on menus.) When you don't have any magic,
you can give things a whack with your Keystaff. If the enemy you whack possesses some magic, you'll get their Magic
Medal!
X/PADButton1 - Makes Tobari jump. (Serves as the cancel key on menus.) You can jump a little higher by holding it
longer. Give it a tap, and it'll just be a little hop.
C/PADButton3 - Hold this while moving, and Tobari will walk instead of run. Handy for precise movements. It could
have its uses!
V/PADbutton4 - Poofs away your current magic, leaving it behind in medal form. Go ahead and discard any magic you
don't need. It'll disappear soon enough, so it won't get in your way!
B/PADButton5 - Switches between your two spells. Make smart use of the two slots! Be careful, as you can't switch
spells in the middle of using one!
SPACE/PADButton6 - Opens the menu. If you're in gameplay, you have the option of returning to Stage Select. If
you're on Stage Select, you can return to the title screen. Take short breaks if you must!

Other Keys
Alt+Enter - Switch between fullscreen and windowed modes.
Escape- Another button that can be used to open the menu.
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Title: Tobari and the Night of the Curious Moon
Genre: Adventure, Indie
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desunoya
Publisher:
Sekai Project
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2012
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tobari and the night of the curious moon download. tobari and the night of the curious moon
Oh my God I love this game so much! Yes it's short, but it's also priced accordingly. If you ever played a CGA adventure game
you will absolutely love this!. Extremely bad game, looks like it was created in unity in 10 minutes.
-Bad graphics
-Bad music
-Bad gameplay
-Bad camera
-Bad controls
-Bad menu
-Bad (nearly unreadable) texts
-Bad crosshair
-Bad performance. Been Waiting Months for what should have been in the damn game on retal release its not early access so
really features like sandbox ? campign mode ? they are non existant not to mention bases are not custom they are like a jigsaw
puzzle no way to move say a power gen and place it where they oxygen room stuff is. took so many hours crashing to try to play
a full game finally gave up been waiting months for what was and should be in game as advertised so i call false advertising on
this one and even tho i have passed the playtime and the 2 weeks im going to attempt a refund on the reason for false
advertising. 90% of this game is like a tutorial,really no challenge in this one.For some thats ok but fot veteran puzzle fans its
boring,pointless and annoying.You will be spending most of your time in trial n error situations or restarting a level because you
ve got stuck in envirement or the camera wont move...plagued with bugs and glitches.Dont waste your time on this!. So Along
the Edge is interesting but the characters fall a bit flat and I don't really find the romances compelling. The art style is nice and
you are capable of taking many branching paths. One of the things that I find interesting is that you can take the skeptical route
and never see confirmation of anything occult or magic. You get different' alignment choices but none are considered evil or
good inherently, which is a nice detail. However the "60 endings" is misleading. In a way, yes, you do get that many but it plays
it off like they are all very different. They are not. There's only a handful of majorly different endings and then the DETAILS
of each of those major endings can be varied. But they are not full stop completely different, most of those details are easily
forgettable and not very impactful.
One of my big complaints is that there is a lack of a skip and you cannot save before dialogue choices, which makes it very
tedious and time consuming to explore the game and it's options. The lack of save before dialogue choices I had mixed feelings
for. On the one hand it was interesting because you had to commit to your choices and some of the choices were very
challenging and left you wondering if you made the right one. That was nice and enjoyable in a way. But because you had no
skip option, you had to carry on and slog through the narrative again. So it made it more of a chore than a joy to replay the
game.
I feel like I need to address the romance part. For starters you only get two options, which would be fine if they were
particularly likable or interesting. One was definitely not likable to me and the other was kind of boring. The pacing for it is also
not well done so you don't really get any kind of investment in the romance. However, on the other hand, you actually do not
have to pursue any romance at all and you are not punished for not pursuing anything romantic in your ending. Which is
something that I really appreciate.
The artwork however is great. Particularly the CGs. For a lot of VNs the CGs can look so similar in style and theme between
games. But Along the Edge has an extremely distinctive style that you could spot nearly instantly and it is gorgeous. I will say the
artwork actually helped me enjoy my first two playthroughs of the game before it got tedious for me. Like I really enjoyed the
CG artwork very very much.
Overall the game was mediocre to me but it's interesting if you catch it on sale and you give it one or two playthroughs.. It took
me about twenty minutes to actually get into the game--it wouldn't let me log in through the steam overlay no matter how hard I
tried. Once in the game, I was greeted with god-awful lag.
TLDR; if you like laggy systems, repetitive music and god-awful sound, and empty areas, this is the game for you!
I can't say anything positive about this game, so here's just all the bull that I was greeted with:
1) Attributes are based on zodiac + blood type. ????? Well, a'ight, then. I guess, I mean??
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2) Miserable lag. (My computer can run other MMOs just fine, I don't know what this one's problem was)
3) Empty area. Where was everyone? I called out into the abyss that I now call hell for a solid five minutes, walked around, it
was empty. Just lonely NPCs begging for death. Well, they were probably begging for death. UPDATE: I logged back in, called
out into the abyss again. A guy approached me. He was silent for a few minutes before he just disappeared (or I didn't see him
run due to lag).
4) I can't tell if the collision detection was bad or if it was just the lag ???
5) Not many character creation options--hoo boy that was all grotesque. Same-face-same-body is what we're looking at here,
folks.
6) Hoo boy that noise was miserable, too. Repetitive. It didn't help that I could barely walk anywhere--so really I was stuck with
the same flute sound effect, the same birds chirping, and the same BG music looping. At one point, everything stopped, and I
silently hoped that the game crashed. It did not. Birds started chirping again, that god-awful flute and BG loop started again, and
that weird water (???) noise picked back up.. This game is ridiculously addictive, and despite being absolutely terrible at it, I
can't stop playing. The music is catchy as hell. Best 80p I have ever spent.. I bought this game, thinking it was a cute little
relaxing game, but oh no... Its quite the challenge, but very entertaining! Lots of hours with the little colour changing cat for
very little pricewise.
The controls are flawless, the levels are very creative and graphics are wonderful!. Very addictive time waster. 9/10
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Very poor X-Com copy that fails to live up to even the other UFO titles. Not worth buying at any price.. Nothing new or
interesting.

4/10. Hooked after only 2 levels!!. poor man's portal. Gaming seal of Approval: I stayed up until 4am to finish my main run. For
me it had a much more satisfying ending then poor Mass Effect 3. Can't wait to think up new PCs to find other alternate paths..
The Best Fence Simulator Out there!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5KKx7nONpu4&list=UUoiQqzQDJTwTr9xEyEN8TLQ
The game is fun in it's own right. Just let your imagination flow and your good. Controls are a bit clattered but once you get used
to it, navigation should be easier. If you enjoy tycoons and simulators or even building/construction games you shouldn't have a
problem getting in to this game.
. Extremely well-made. Artwork and music is awesome!
The levels are so fun, also vary a lot you never get bored of them. (I already spent 100+ hours kek)
Multiplayer is a must-try experience
I'm very picky with rating but still, 9/10
. Trading card steamulator 9\10
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